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sur MATH'S SO ABSTRACT
by Lauraine Leak*
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"Requirements to graduate from a high school in
Michigan include • • • one year of Mathematics in the Ninth
Grade • • • ". This requirement sends a wave of fear through
a majority of potential high school graduates. When asked
why they don't want to take math classes many students
respond that math seems too abstract and they just don't see
why they should be required to endure even one year of it in
high school just to earn their diplomas. Perhaps math is
not presented in a manner that is physical enough to make
it seem real to the student, so it is dreaded and avoided.
If a more concrete presentation of mathematical information
can be found and used, it may help to solve this problem.
One method of giving a more realistic presentation in
teaching a math class is the use of novels such as Norton
Juster's The Phantom Tollbooth and Edwin Abbott's Flatland,
both of which present accurate mathematical information and
concepts in a concrete manner via an unrealistic physical
world.
Throughout all of the elementary grades, students find
themselves being introduced to numbers and having to learn
to manipulate them in different ways. In the beginning,
these introductions and manipulations are simply accepted
and learned; but suddenly, at about junior high level, the
student reaches a point at which he or she begins to
question what he is doing and wants to know both why what
he is doing works and, perhaps more importantly, why he is
even bothering to attempt the manipulations at all. A
teacher is expected to be ready to answer any questions
about why something works; but this can often be handled
simply by working example after example. Thus, the problem
that remains is, "Why bother with math at all?". This
problem often cannot be handled simply by example, and so
another alternative must be found. The secondary teacher
must, at this time, find some means of making numbers and
numerical operations a part of the physical world, He or
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she must also find a way of showing how necessary numbers
are in everyday life. When the student can understand how
important numbers are to common, simple things, the wish to
manipulate them will generally become stronger if for no
other reason than as a means of controlling the environment
in some way.
A sense of the importance of numbers can be gained
through Norton Juster's novel The Phantom Tollbooth. This
book could and should be recommended to any age student who
doesn't want to bother with math. In this delightful work,
Milo feels much the same way as the reader in that he hates
math because he can see no reason for it. Milo takes the
reader along on a trip to a land called Digitopolis where
he finds that numbers really do have a purpose. Many of
the explanations are actually absurd, but often they do
bring a dawning of the usefulness of numbers. An example
of the absurdity of The Phantom Tollbooth can be seen here
as Milo and the Dodecahedron converse.
l1'I'm not very good at problems,' admitted
Milo.
'What a shame,' sighed the Dodecahedron,
'They're so very useful. Why, did you know that
if a beaver two feet long with a tail a foot and
a half long can build a dam twelve feet high and
six feet wide in two days, all you would need to
build Boulder Dam is a beaver sixty-eight feet
long with a fifty-one foot tail?'
'Where would you find a beaver that big?'
grumbled the Humbug as his pencil point snapped.
'I'm sure I don't know,' he replied, 'but
if you did, you'd certainly know what to do with
him. III
Granted, this problem is silly and useless in the
practical world; but, Juster uses problems like these to
help the reader to realize that math can be fun, and also
that numbers and numerical manipulations are important in
the real world. JUster also shows us how absurd some of
the things in our world are by way of literal applications
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of averages. Since an average family in our world has 2.58
children, Digitopolis has families in which the first two
children are like our own but the third born is only .58 or
a little more than half a child. In the book there are
advantages to being only .58 of a child but the
ridiculousness of the entire idea helps to explain why an
average can never be accurately applied to a particular
instance.
Juster also presents a great variety of problems that
really do have all the necessary information and so can
actually be worked out by the student. A sample of this
type of problem can be seen as the Mathemagician poses the
problem,

"4+9-2x16+l-3 x 6-67+8 x 2 - 3 + 26 - 1 - 34
+3 - 7 + 2 -5-7 11
and Milo calculates the answer to be zero. The student may
work out this kind of a problem and in the process will be
learning and using properties of the order of operations.
Some elementary concepts can be seen in this book also.
For example, the idea that subtraction gives you less of
something can be seen as Milo and his friends eat
subtraction soup and so become hungrier, since they are
taking away from what they already have in their stomachs.
We also see Juster touch on fractions and go into a
discussion of infinity in this work. The Mathemagician
tells us that fractions are "broken fl numbers. From here we
learn that a fraction is only a part of a whole number and"
that it must be treated as such. When Milo asks about the
smallest number in existence we find that even one one
millionth can be divided in half again and again and again
and on forever so we see an easy and realistic presentation
of the infinitely small. This discussion of infinity can
also be seen i? relation to extremely large numbers as Milo
states the largest number he can think of to be "Nine
trillion, nine hundred ninety-nine billion, nine hundred
ninety-nine million, nine hundred ninety-nine thousand,
nine hundred ninety-nine,fI and the Mathemagician tells him
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to add one then add one again and so on, until finally he
tells Milo, n • • • The number you want is always at least
one more than the number you've got • • • f I . Thus we are
shown that infinity can never actually be reached.
Juster tells us all of this and much more math along
with a discussion on the importance of words in The Phantom
Tollbooth. This book is easily read and Jules Feifer's
illustrations, with the story itself are a combination in
which the student can hardly avoid getting interested and
involved. This interest will undoubtedly be carried over
into later meetings with these subjects; and if interest is
at all important to learning, part of the battle is won
simply by use of this novel.
If a student is still interested in math in the tenth
grade, it is assumed that he has conquered elementary
algebra and now we must introduce something else before
continuing into more complicated mathematics. This new
subject is Geometry. Before this time there is generally
little, if any, contact with dimensions and polygons; and
yet, in the space of one year, the student is expected to
discover and learn this whole new world. Often, the high
school sophomore is overwhelmed at this thought and as work
begins he/she frequently has difficulty visualizing each of
the different shapes and dimensions.
The problem of shapes is brushed upon in The Phantom
Tollbooth as Milo talks with the Dodecahedron (twelve-faced
geometric shape); but for a complete geometric discussion
we can look to Edwin Abbott's Flatland. In this book we
are taken to the land of two dimensions, and we learn the
characteristics of the "people" there. The story is told
by a square, and we find discussions of the entire
hierarchy of shapes in two dimensions. The lowest class in
this system is the isosceles triangle, and it is explained
that these are triangles with both sides and two angles
equal. The isosceles triangles are then led by equilateral
triangles, squares, pentagons, hexagons and all the others
beyond. Each of these classes is regarded to be below the
status of all polygons that have more sides than it does.
A full description of each polygon can be seen as each
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class is introduced and developed. We see an especially
outstanding description of a circle in this book as Abbott
says, "Finally when the number of the sides becomes so
numerous, and the sides themselves so small, that the
figure cannot be distinguished from a circle, he is
included in the Circular or Priestly order; and this is the
highest class of alL"
From this excursion into two dimensions we travel with
Abbott back into one dimensional space where we find that
everything is simply lines and points. Next, we travel
into our own three dimensional space with Abbott and a
sphere. Here, we are introduced to this space by way of
the analogy:
"In One Dimension, a moving Point produces
a Line with two terminal points.
"In Two Dimensions, a moving Line produces
a Square with four terminal points.
"In Three Dimensions, a moving Square
produces a Cube."
Perhaps even more important than the understanding of
different shapes and dimensions this book shows us these
things in a new manner. The means of presentation is
personal experience. We are reading the first hand account
of a square learning about the world around him and other
spaces too. As we learning about the world around him and
other spaces too. As we learn with the Square he becomes
our personal friend. We realize that he is something
physical and not abstract. This feeling, much like that we
get from The Phantom Tollbooth, is lasting and often
transferred to later work in related fields.
After reading these books math is no longer abstract
or unreal and so the student can approach the subject with
a more relaxed attitude. When math becomes realistic and
physical, the student has overcome a large portion of his
possible difficulties with both algebra and geometry and he
can really control and enjoy mathematics. This entire
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feeling is captured by a phrase about a pencil in
The phantom Tollbooth. II
Once you learn to use it,
there's no end to what you can do."

*First Prize Winner of the Annual English Department
Writing Contest, Category II.

BY CHANCE
As snowflakes fall,
A million gleams
That light and melt
Like hapless dreams
For
But
And
For

dreams are nought
seeds in Spring
sewn as wheat
harvesting

So goldcups bud
In scores, it seems
By chance one blooms
And fills a dream.

I Curt Wi llner
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